









Hydraulics Manager, INDOT 
 
March 11, 2014 
Agenda 
 General report issues 
 Common calculation errors 
 Common design errors 
 Other frequent omissions 
General Report Issues 
 QA Forms 
 Signing & sealing 
 ERMS file uploads 
QA Forms 
 Two types 
 General QA form for all INDOT projects 
 Hydraulics specific form 
 Both required 
INDOT QA Form 
QUALITY ASSURANCE FORM 
 
 
CONSULTANT COMPLETES THIS SECTION 
 
Consultant: I.R.N. Engineer, Inc 
 
Des. No.: 9876543 Project No.: 1234567 
 
Project Description: Small Structure Replacement on SR 72 over Some Ditch 
 
Submittal: Stage 1 
 
This submittal has been reviewed with regard to consistency, completeness, and overall content 
prior to submittal by Phred Kerfapple, Project Manager, on November 21, 2013, telephone 
number (317) 867-5309. 
 
 
REVIEWER COMPLETES THIS SECTION 
 




The consultant is responsible for checking all of its work as outlined in Indiana Design Manual 
Section 6-2.0, Quality Assurance Procedures.  The table shown below indicates which of the 
reviewer’s personnel has checked which items. 
 
Item Designer Reviewer 
Hydraulics Calculations Ima Designer Ronald Frobnitz 
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
 
Remarks:       
 
INDOT QA Form 
 Required for all INDOT projects. 
 Available from IDM Ch 14 Plan 
Development. 
Hydraulics QA Form 
Hydraulics QA Form 
 Assists with reviews.   
 Checklist to cover all hydraulics 
bases. 
Signing & Sealing 
 Per IDM Ch 14-2.04(01) 
 Required for all hydraulics 
submittals. 
ERMS 
 Zipped files not allowed. 
 All HEC-RAS & HY-8 files accepted. 
 Working on adding TR-20 files. 
 All Hydraulics files begin with HYD. 
Calculations 
 Hydrology 
 Acceptable Sources 
 Hydraulics Parameters  
 Waterway Area Below Q100 
 Hydraulics Parameters 
 Hand Calculations 
Hydrology 
 StreamStats not sufficient as a sole 
discharge determination. 
 Per IDM Ch 202, use with TR-20, 
gaging stations, etc. 
Hydrology 
 Fig 202-3A 
 
Hydrology 
 FIS flow rates should be used for CIF 
models. 




 Joint probability analysis 
 
Hydrology 
 Joint probability analysis 
 Use when receiving stream may backwater 
into project. 
 Consider for road serviceability only. 




 Hand calculations 
 Assist with review. 
 Provides benefit of doubt to designer. 
 
Hydraulics Parameters 
 Gross waterway area below Q100: 
 Three components: 
 Downstream bridge flow area  
 Piers 
 Difference between the proposed water surface 
elevation and the natural water surface elevation. 
 
Gross Waterway Area 
 Bridge flow area – area below 
proposed water surface elevation. 
 
Gross Waterway Area 
 Pier: Area of pier from flow line to 
proposed water surface elevation. 
 
Gross Waterway Area 
 Difference between natural and 
proposed WSE. 
 
 Bridge overtopping & scour 
 Scour countermeasures 
 Storm drain issues 
 Other common issues 
 
Design 
 Maximum velocities may not always 
occur at Q100/Q500. 
 If bridge overtops, maximum velocity 
can occur right before road overflow. 




Bridge Overtopping & Scour 
 Provide scour countermeasure 
recommendations in Hydraulics 
Report. 
 Scour critical bridges must have 
recommendations. 
 Identify countermeasures for non- 
scour critical bridges, but “no further 






 Consider storm drain outfall in 
relation to receiving stream. 
 Too low an outlet may be submerged 
and won’t drain. 






 Structure numbers in report should 
match plans. 
 At the very least, provide a chart to 





 Contact the County Surveyor. 
 Indiana Code is written in their 
support. 
 County Surveyor has final say on all 





 Show right-of-way on plans. 
 Can’t confirm backwater dissipates 
by the right-of-way without knowing 





 Sign and seal the Hydraulics Report. 
 StreamStats is a reasonable check, 
but not sufficient for final hydrology. 




 Provide scour recommendations in 
addition to calculations. 
 Contact the County Surveyor early in 
the design process. 
 Mark the right-of-way on the plans. 
 
 
Recap 
  
Questions? 
